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Energy Futures Lab

Sustainable Power: includes 

research on marine energy; 

bioenergy; PV and solar thermal; 

fuel cells; nuclear; wind energy

Policy and Innovation: 

includes research on energy 

policy impacts; inventive 

mechanisms; energy service 

innovation; energy resource mix 

assessment

Cities and Transport: includes 

research on electric and hybrid 

vehicles; transport use 

modelling; future fuels; more 

electric ships and aircraft.

Energy Infrastructure: includes 

research on smart grids; energy 

storage; multiple energy vectors; 

energy efficiency

Clean Fossil Fuels: includes 

research on carbon capture and 

storage; down-well processing; 

sustainable gas

The Energy Futures Lab is a university-wide institute that promotes 

cross-disciplinary research and education in energy. Approximately 

200 academics and 700 researchers work in energy related topics with 

an annual spend of around £40M from industry and public sources. It 

runs an MSc in Sustainable Energy Futures



GB power market 1989-present
Pre 1989
State owned CEGB and 
regional electricity 
companies

Dispatch optimised 
on merit order –
lowest marginal cost 
runs first

Power mix mainly coal 
(80%) and nuclear 
(20%)

Some hydro
Some oil
No other RE

1989/90
Electricity Act:
Liberalisation & start of 
Privatisation
The “Pool” central 
buyer and two main 
companies

National Grid dispatches 
according to bid prices

Some hydro
Some oil
No other RE

1990-2000
Gradual opening of
competition in supply 

Investment by new entrants and 
regional electricity cos
Leads to the dash for gas

Nuclear part privatised

Creation of Non-Fossil Fuel 
Obligation (NFFO) – designed to 
support nuclear but open to 
renewables

First wind farms constructed 
(1991)



GB market, 1989-present
2001
NETA: New Electricity 
Trading Arrangements

bilateral trading England 
and Wales 

Creation of Renewables 
Obligation (RO) – tradable 
certificates plus target on 
suppliers

Growth in wind and landfill 
gas plus some small hydro

2005 - 2014
BETTA: British Electricity 
Transmission & Trading 
Arrangements

Various changes to rules for 
bilateral trading + Scotland

Many changes to workings and 
ambition of RO – eg banding

Creation of micro-gen FiT

Expansion of wind, then offshore 
wind and solar

2014
Electricity Market Reform

bilateral trading + capacity 
markets + CfDs

Opens support/subsidy to 
new nuclear

Carbon price floor

Emission performance 
standard



Energy Act 2013
Electricity market reform

Grubb and Newbery, 2018, UK Electricity market reform and the energy transition; 
emerging lessons MIT CEEPR Working paper



Dash for gas, dash for renewables. Coal phase out
Emissions down, renewables up!

Emissions down from over 500 to 240 g/KWh www.electricinsights.co.uk 
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BUT - most capacity does NOT have a CfD
committed spend restricts expansion of CfD

• Tech neutral Renewables 
Obligation (2001 – 2009)

• Banded Renewables Obligation 
(2009 – 2014)

• Below 5MW ‘micro’ generation 
FiT (2009 – present)

• Administered price CfDs (2014 –
2016)

• Auction CfDs Round 1 (2015) 
Auction CfDs Round 2 (2017)

• 3 future auction rounds planned 
until £557m allocated

• Levy control framework 
constrains overall spend until at 
least 2025
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The CfD

• The CfD pays the difference between the strike price 
and the chosen reference price index. Wind, solar 
paid on the basis of an hourly day-ahead index. 

• Reduces price risk for developers, given that the 
difference payments adjust dynamically with the 
reference price to ensure recovery of the strike price

• Provided that the developer/offtaker can sell power 
at the day-ahead price, the only ‘basis risk’ that 
remains will be the difference between the day-
ahead and the intra-day or balancing price.

• CfD designed to appeal to different investment 
classes: Investors who prefer stable but lower returns 
(e.g. pension funds)

• Others may prefer to take on the price exposure in 
exchange for a higher return (e.g. private equity or a 
portfolio utility). 



Why have a CfD?

• UK power price formation dominated by gas price

• Early 2000s experience with low gas price leading to nuclear bail out

• Climate change act requires almost full power sector decarbonisation

• 2010 to 2014 UK government focused on EU Renewables Directive

• Desire to combine nuclear/RE support and replace complex RO

• Nuclear once believed to be cost effective in terms of levelised cost (but NOT 
investable due to wholesale price risk)

• Pre-2014 expectation of rising gas price and rising carbon price

• Desire to reduce WACC and diversify sources of investment

• Limited attention to short run wholesale price impact/balancing combined with 
expectation that capacity market would solve thermal capacity concerns



Price development under CfD

Grubb and Newbery, 2018, UK Electricity market reform and the energy transition; 
emerging lessons MIT CEEPR Working paper



The impact of auctions on price and WACC?

Round 1 auction outcomes (BEIS and Grubb and Newbury)

Cambridge Prof David Newbury argues this ‘natural 
experiment’ reveals (for onshore wind)

A 3% reduction in WACC (from ~6% to ~3%)

Saving £2.25 billion per year for 15 years

Due to the the lower risk of CfD compared to RO

BUT is it that simple???



Why might this be right?

• Debt service cover ratios – financiers typically apply 1.4 to ROC and 
1.8 to wholesale price (e.g. 2014 offshore wind 1/3 gets 1.8)

• ROC price risk minimal = 1.4 because the RO was engineered to 
maintain ROC price (headroom)

• CfD entire strike price = 1.4 (~100% of revenue)

• Stable yield and near zero downside risk – attractive to infrastructure 
asset classes (pensions etc) as well as helping with debt

• So overall WACC will be lower, other factors equal



Is it that simple?

• New capital was already entering the RE sector – in search of value
• Technologically, renewables seen as more investable by institutions
• Offshore technology learning/economies of scale reducing costs
• UK prices under RO and admin CfDs were probably inflated
• Political hiatus due to breach of levy control framework in 2015
• Created a pipeline of ‘distressed projects’ – consented projects with £10s m 

spent prior to 2015 seeking a route to market
• BUT it is likely that the CfD retained interest in UK offshore wind as bid 

prices fell and in competition with investment opportunities elsewhere
• Power price risk remains a key factor in investment decisions -
• Evidenced by lack of interest in merchant onshore wind despite low costs



The (other) debate in the UK..
“The Review recommends that, in the long term, Contracts for Difference and the Capacity 
Market are merged into a unified equivalent firm power capacity auction.” BEIS 
consultation text 

BECAUSE

“The costs of intermittency will then rest with those who cause them, and there will be a 
major incentive for the intermittent generators to contract with and invest in the demand 
side, storage and back-up plants” 

Helm text https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cost-of-energy-independent-
review



Long run wholesale price volatility in UK – compare to DL

• UK power prices more strongly attached to gas prices

• Interconnection limited

• Greater reliance on spot market (hence global) gas price

• Limited role for long term PPAs with large users

• Coal closure and uncertainty over future nuclear

• But both countries grapple price cannibalisation and wholesale price 
depression. So why UK has a CfD and DL has a premium FiT?



This is a question of risk allocation

Lower risk for 
RE investors

Higher risk for 
RE investors

Traditional FiT

Fixed price PPA Premium FiT
(depends on 
subsidy level)

SO control 
(depends on 
terms)

Helm EFP contract 
(zero capacity 
credit and low 
wholesale price)

More risk for 
balance of 
plant

Less risk for 
balance of 
plant

CfD + 
enhanced ref 
price



Simple things to reduce imbalance and retain investor 
proposition

• Marginal change to value proposition could retain long term power price 
de-risk but introduce more short term price response

• Cap CfD price at ‘zero subsidy’ (will be de-facto under control for low carbon levies1)

• Diversify revenue streams, reduce or remove perverse incentives
• Zero CfD payments when prices are negative 
• Instigate a balance of system (intermittency) charge and/or de-rate reference price
• Allow wind to bid for capacity market based on capacity credit rating (e.g. 20%)
• Allow wind to participate in BM to offer upward or downward modulation
• Allow wind to bid to TSO for ancillary services 

• Example of how this helps – low wholesale price, wind opts out of 
wholesale market and decreases downward pressure on wholesale market, 
makes constraint offer in balancing market instead

1 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/660986/Control_for_Low_Carbon_Levies_web.pdf



Political factors

• Brexit is all consuming and eroding general confidence in UK Plc

• Parliament, Ministers and officials lack the head space to consider 
major power sector reforms

• Evidenced perhaps by lack of response to Helm Review

• Industry is firmly opposed to scrapping CfD at this time

• Pragmatists are in charge in BEIS

• All points to ‘work with what we’ve got’ and minor reforms to CfD
(if anything)



So what for modelling renewables?

• Historical context explains why the UK went for CfD – power prices volatile, 
political commitments to carbon, RE and nuclear

• Auctions drove out excess rents, encouraged innovation/efficiency and 
gave the cheapest pre-developed projects a route to market

• BUT the low risk environment of the CfD helped retain interest from 
cheaper, risk averse investors (both debt and equity)

• Attention is turning to wholesale price/merit order effects, system 
balancing and perhaps a long term replacement for CfD

• So we need – more effort on combined/interaction of wholesale price 
formation, ancillary market, renewables costs, system integration cost, 
investor responses, impact on risk and WACC…

• All under a range of potential regulatory/market arrangements



Thank you!

Robert.gross@imperial.ac.uk


